
LAW SCHOOL ESSAY EXAM TIPS

Below, you'll find general drafting tips for law school essay exams, advice on IRAC and IRAC-alternatives, and
strategies for spending your exam-writing time .

Here are four things you can do to make your legal writing assignments better. Save the extra words for those
7, and 10, word essays! Here are two suggestions that I typically give to students to help them write more
efficiently on law school exams. When Lee is grading exams, she always has her eyes out for habits law
students pick up that can negatively affect their grades. What is it? I remember writing a short introduction in
a problem based assignment which I thought was different to an exam, for some unknown reason even when
the lecturer told us not to! Similar to the issue section, limit it to one sentence and spend your effort on the far
more important analysis section â€” this is where all the marks lie. One of them is using copy and paste.
Answer the question! A good course outline can also help you pre-draft portions of your essay exams, which
will save you time on the exam and help you produce a comprehensive, organized answer. Here are some
steps to keep in mind. You might get a few of these in an exam, but unfortunately, they are not in abundance!
It takes time to reverse old habits and realise that an introduction is no longer necessary. Because the points
are in the debate. Sign Up for Our Exam Tips! For example, a 30 mark essay capped at words might in fact
have 40 marks available, depending on what your response is. Oh, and read this post. Check out our law
school tutoring options , and set yourself up to do your very best! We've talked about how to study for a law
exam, but today we are going to take an exam with you. Not so. Don't panic! Here's how to answer a question
the right way. Here's how. Best of luck! Being concise is particularly important in exams when you have time
limits to separate students into into credit, distinction and high distinction categories. There is â€” I kid you
not â€”one single word that can radically transform your law school grades for the better. An easy way to
explain the IRAC method is to talk about the things that are most likely to trip you up when using it. In my
defence it was early on in my first year fine â€” second half of my first year. This is enforced by lecturers by
imposing low word limits. This generally gives the lecturers some scope when marking papers. Corporations
law â€” IRAC method in an exam script This pdf file is also in my post on exam scripts which you should
definitely visit to learn how IRAC can be used when preparing your exam notes. E-Mail Address. A 3, word
assignment might sound like a lot before you start but most people will find themselves scrambling to delete
words at the end. For written essays and assignments you will have time to plan this out properly. Be flexible
with the rule and analysis sections, and structure your answer to help the reader The ideal question to answer
is one where the various issues you need to discuss and explain are entirely separate from one another and
your structure is literally: issue; rule; analysis; and conclusion perhaps repeated three or four times. News flash
â€” under timed conditions, your professor does not expect perfection.


